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Take control of your own sexual journey with Shameless Sex, a 
compass to guide you toward your most authentic and vibrant self

EMBRACE YOUR DESIRES with confidence and embark on your own unique path toward 
life-changing  pleasure with this guide to cultivating the sex life of your dreams.

No matter your gender, sexuality, or relationship status, Shameless Sex lets you 
choose your own pleasure path while giving you the power to make you feel normal, 
whole, and like the sexual superstar that you are.

With real questions from the Shameless Sex podcast, now in the top one percent of all 
podcasts worldwide with millions of downloads—and the best advice and trusted tools 
drawn from interviews with hundreds of doctors, sex educators, therapists, coaches, 
and other experts—hosts and authors Amy Baldwin and April Lampert address the 
most-asked questions around sex and relationships. They’ll teach you how to:

• Figure out what you want in the bedroom (and how to ask for it)
• Become a better lover—in every way
• Have hotter and more emotionally connected sex
• Fully enjoy sex after trauma or medical changes

Are you ready to open yourself up and transform your sex and relationships? Join the 
Shameless Sex revolution and find the passion, depth, and connection you’ve been wait-
ing for. It's time to unleash your desires and experience lasting change like never before.PUBLICITY AND MARKETING

• Amy Baldwin is a sex and relationship 
coach, certified sex educator, 
and co-owner of the online 
boutique Pure Pleasure Shop

• April Lampert has been educating 
people about health, wellness, and sex 
since 2008, and is the VP of the pleasure 
product company Hot Octopuss

• Together, the authors are the hosts of 
Shameless Sex, a podcast inspiring radical 
self-love, sexual empowerment, and 
shame-free intimacy (+9.8M downloads)

• With 80K unique listeners per week, 
Shameless Sex is in the top 1% of podcasts 
worldwide and regularly ranks #2 or #3 
among sexuality podcasts in the US

• Presale campaign planned through 
Entrenue, the #1 distributor of 
adult products in the USA

• Instagram: @ShamelessSexPodcast 
(49K); @AmyShamelessSex 
(10K); @AprilLampert (6K)

• ShamelessSex.com
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SHAMELESS SEX
Choose Your Own Pleasure Path to Unlock the Sex Life You’ve Been Waiting For

AMY BALDWIN AND APRIL LAMPERT

“When it comes to talking about sex, Amy and April aren’t just shameless—
they’re warm, wise, energetic, and empathetic. Now they’ve made the leap from 
podcast to page, and their new book is a dynamo of high-octane sex positivity.”

—IAN KERNER, PHD, LMFT, NEW YORK TIMES  BESTSELLING  
AUTHOR OF SHE COMES FIRST 

“The sex-positive tool kit that will transform how you feel about your body  
and in the bedroom. Amy and April have masterfully created a guide to help you 
shed the shame and claim the pleasure, passion, and confidence you desire!”

—DR. JOLENE BRIGHTEN, NMD, FABNE, AUTHOR OF IS THIS NORMAL?

“In a culture both obsessed with and ashamed of what happens in the  
bedroom, Shameless Sex unwinds the tangled beliefs that surround sex  
in the modern age . . . This guide will help you and your partner  
transform your beliefs, practices, and mindsets around sex.”

—NATE KLEMP, PHD, COAUTHOR OF THE 80/80 MARRIAGE


